
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project Title 

PIG HEART BOY 

 

Exploration 

Question 

Would You Sacrifice 

Your Life to Save 

Another? 

  

  

Learning Challenges 

Outcomes  
How will learning be demonstrated? 

  

• Trailers (Pig Heart Boy) 

• Sculpture art 

• Geography – which countries are the 

most advanced in medicine? 

• Auto-biography on chosen medical 

scientist.  

• Persuasive letter to an animal testing 

company  
 

 

Environment – bandages, lab coats, fake 

blood, hospital theme, doctors waiting room, 

organ models, medical equipment and hospital 

curtains.   

Trips and Experiences –  

Thackeray Medical Museum, dissecting pig hearts,  

St. Johns First Aid visitors, 

trip to East Hull Farm and use  

Make £5 Blossom campaign  

to raise money for British Heart Foundation. 

 

  

  

Immersion - experience that will grasp 
hearts and minds 

     

 Make a trailer for the Pig Heart Boy film. Send a twitter 

message to Malorie Blackman to be an audience for our 

work.  

Sculpture display at Ferens Art gallery. Children become 

guides to the museum and take members of the public 

around their artwork. Children produce posters and 

leaflets to advertise the exhibition and also complete a 

survey with the visitors on their views of the work on 

display.   

How has medicine developed? 

How have medical scientists influenced medicine today? 

Does everyone in the world receive the same health care? 

Which countries are most advanced in medicine?  

Where are local hospitals? 

Why are hospitals located in certain areas? 

Is ALL animal testing wrong? 

How can we draw movements? 

 

 

 

Audience and Exhibition 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Social 

We will use our technology skills to use blogging to create an audience for our work and we will communicate with 

author Malorie Blackman and share our work.   

We will use the App ‘Explain Everything’ to explain how the heart works and we will share this on our blog and ask for 

feedback on this from our audience. Our focus will be on how the heart and circulation works (also use of t-shirt and 

app together) 

We will create and share posters and guides to promote our exhibition and in addition to this we will create a survey 

to take feedback from the exhibition.  

Make £5 Blossom campaign to raise money for British Heart Foundation. 

As enterprising people, to organise a sculpture display at a location away from school for an authentic audience. 

Children become guides to the museum and take members of the public around their art work and audience to 

comment on it. 

Emotional 

In reading the book ‘Pig Heart Boy,’ we will consider all the moral debates that occur in the book. For 

example, animal testing or the use of animals to save humans. We will also consider what it is to be a donor 

both a blood donor and an organ donor.  

To vote on making choices for their sculpture exhibition. To understand how democracy works within a team 

when trying to organise an event.  

To understand rules concerning laws in medicine and how our NHS works in Britain and how medicine operates 

in other countries.  

To respect their own bodies and appreciate how their bodies work including how to look after it. Tolerating 

the views of others when taking part in a debate and understanding that people have different views.  

To respect the views of others during debates. 

To gain the confidence to share their opinions even if others don’t always agree during debates.  

To understand people’s medical choices in regards to their own views and decisions (related to Pig Heart Boy) 

Academic 

Related to both the Literacy Key tests and other curriculum 

areas children read short passages of text independently and 

answer questions (directly linked to reading skills) to be stuck 

in topic book related to the curriculum area the children are 

learning about.  

- Pig Heart Boy 

- Classic text (linked to reading only) 

Writing Links 

Write an auto-biography about a chosen medical scientist.  

Write a persuasive letter to a company who test on animals.  

Journalistic writing – Boy who gets animals heart.  

Numeracy: 

Links to science and maths with heart rate graphs – handing 

data.  

Sculpture art – linked to ratio and proportions.  

Opportunities for maths across the curriculum: 

Healthy living pie charts linked with food diary.  

Map work – scaling, grid references, distance travelled. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geography History 
Overview 

Overview:  As Geographers, we will be given a scenario where a victim has been murdered /injured and we will develop our 

map reading skills and use a range of maps including OS maps to solve the crime on our school/local site. We will all recap 

where we are in the UK and discuss why we are a major city and why we are placed next to a main river. Year 6 will develop 

this further to use maps more independently and focus on our environmental regions and what our key physical and human 

characteristics are which make our city unique. Year 5 will use six-figure grid references, symbols and keys on OS maps 

and Year 6 will develop this further to use eight points of a compass aswell as using google earth to locate our local area. 

We will link with Maths using scaling and distance charts using Maths objectives from our year groups. We will also set up 

a similar scenario in groups for other groups to solve using our Geography objectives from our year groups. We will do this 

by sketching maps for clues. We will also use physical and human features in the local area to give clues.  

 

Overview 
As Historians we will look at the advance of medical science. We will look at how medicine in the Victorian era 

was used and how medical science has progressed to the present day. Year 5 will look at sources of evidence 

and Year 6 will develop this further to look at a wider range of sources and both year groups will discuss 

which sources are so most suitable for their evidence. Year 6 will 

develop this further to be given the hypothesis, ‘During the 

Victorian era, all medicines where dangerous and used in an 

unsafe way’. They will use the sources of information to test this 

hypothesis.   We will look at the impact medicine has had on 

society and how it has developed during time. We will look at the 

ideas, beliefs and attitudes of men, women and children on how 

they were impacted by the use of medicine and Year 6 will 

develop this further to understand the concepts of continuity 

and change over time representing this change on a time line using historical vocabulary. 

We will look at the significant individuals, which have made medical history 

and their individual impact on society such as Louis Pasteur, Joseph Lister 

and Alexander Fleming. Year 5 will describe the main changes during these 

individuals impact on society and Year 6 will use their skills in core subjects 

to communicate their findings and present their information in original ways 

which they decide on. As a phase, we will gain a solid understanding of how 

the lives of wealthy people were different to the lives of poorer people with 

regards to their health and medicine. We will also understand how the 

development of medicine impacted on the rest of the world.  

 

Art D&T 

Overview 

As Artists we will take digital photographs of children running or children in action / motion we 

will use this as inspiration for creating abstract images of people in motion. In this we will focus 

on enlargement and perspective to recreate the scenes. We could use digital technology to enlarge 

the images.  We will make figures using wire, modroc and foil. We will look at the work of Henry 

Moore, Alexander Calder and Pablo Picasso and also look 

at sculptures in our local area. We will record the 

features of sculptures are they long lasting, temporary, 

weather resistant? Following our research we will design 

and make our moving figures sculptures using 1. wire and 

modroc and 2. newspaper and  aluminium.   

Overview 

As Design Technologists, we will create a ‘beating’ heart to be part of our sculptures. We will 

research how electrical components are used in a variety of way across real life products. We will 

use our knowledge to understand how electronics work and build components to create a beating 

heart for our sculptures using LED’s. We will control our LEDs using computer technology. These 

will be part of our showcase event to our audience can also control our 

sculptures.   

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science (See separate planning)  
Overview 

National Curriculum Links 

Year 5 and Year 6 

 

 

ANIMALS INCLUDING HUMANS - identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory system, and describe the functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood 

ANIMALS INCLUDING HUMANS - recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the way their bodies function 

ANIMALS INCLUDING HUMANS - describe the ways in which nutrients and water are transported within animals, including humans. 

ANIMALS INCLUDING HUMANS - describe the changes as humans develop to old age. 

 

 


